Knowledge graphs, organizing structured information about entities, and their attributes and relationships, are ubiquitous today. Entities, in this context, are usually taken to be anyone or anything considered to be globally important. This, however, rules out many entities people interact with on a daily basis. In this position paper, we present the concept of personal knowledge graphs: resources of structured information about entities personally related to its user, including the ones that might not be globally important. We discuss key aspects that separate them for general knowledge graphs, identify the main challenges involved in constructing and using them, and define a r esearch agenda.
: Illustration of a personal knowledge graph.
music-related information. Major search providers have also developed (proprietary) KGs to enhance functionality.
Entities, in public resources, are usually taken to be anyone or anything "prominent enough" to be included in the KGs. This, however, rules out many entities we interact with on a daily basis. For example, people who are not "famous enough" to make it to Wikipedia, like personal friends and relations, are not represented there as entities. As another example, imagine asking a smart assistant "Where can I buy strings for my guitar?". A web search for "my guitar" is not likely to yield useful results, as a general web search engine is not aware of the particular type of guitar the user has. However, just as it can be helpful for a search engine to have access to structured knowledge about commonly known entities, services personal to the user might benefit from having structured information about entities personally relevant to the user to their avail.
In this position paper, we present the concept of a personal knowledge graph (PKG)-a resource of structured information about entities personally related to its user, their attributes and the relations between them. In Fig. 1 , a toy example of a personal knowledge graph is pictured. We see entities of personal interest to the user, some of which are linked to external knowledge repositories. 1 The figure illustrates three key aspects of PKGs that separate them from general KGs: (1) PKGs include entities of personal interest to the user; (2) PKGs have a distinctive shape ("spiderweb" layout), where the user is always in the center; (3) integration with external data sources is an inherent property of PKGs.
The notion of personal knowledge graphs has been conceived of before. As detailed in the Sect. 2 on existing work, efforts up to now have focussed on subproblems, particular use cases, or personalisation of existing KGs. These relatively dispersed efforts have a common denominator in the need for personal information to be available in a structured and uniform way. The time is ripe, therefore, for these research efforts to mature into a separate subfield. As main contributions of this work, we (1) define the concept of a PKG; (2) relate tasks and challenges connected to PKGs to existing work around KGs; (3) propose a research agenda for PKGs, by formulating specific research questions.
RELATED WORK
Montoya et al. [15] develop a personal knowledge management system, built around the notion of a PKG. Three types of entities are considered-agents (persons, organizations), events, and locations. Users can issue queries such as "places visited during my last trip to London." In their work, the PKG is treated as a view over personal data, which may contain duplicates. Instead, we view the PKG as a consolidated resource that stores only unique entities (which may additionally be linked to external sources). Gyrard et al. [6] develop a personalized health knowledge graph, aggregating knowledge from heterogeneous sources, including medical datasets and IoT devices. It is a subgraph of larger KGs, containing only information relevant to the user, while the PKG we envision can contain entities that do not exist in any other KG. In recent work, Yen et al. [21] extract life events from a user's tweets with the purpose of constructing a PKG. While they map events to KG predicates, they do not perform entity consolidation or linking.
A knowledge graph, tailored with respect to person's Twitter profile, is presented in [20] . The key difference between personalized KGs, and the personal KGs we present here, is that personalized KGs do not go beyond a general-purpose KG, but rather customize it in some way to match a user's need or profile, while personal KGs exist next to other KGs, containing a disjoint set of entities (with links to other KGs, where possible). Generally speaking, PKGs inherently enable personalization, but their purpose extends beyond that (including, e.g., analysis over personal data and interoperability with external services).
PKGs are also related to the body of work on personal information management (PIM) [8] . Both deal with the organization of personal information; PIM's main emphasis is on centralization and control, while PKGs focus on capturing semantics in terms of entities and their relationships. Thus, the two should be viewed as complementary efforts.
PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS
We now present the concept of personal knowledge graph (PKG) by providing a definition (Sect. 3.1) and a discussion of associated problems (Sect. 3.2), in which explicit research questions are introduced. A number of motivation examples shown in Fig. 2 . These illustrate scenarios between a user and a digital assistant that would not be possible if only generic KGs were available. We will use these examples in our discussion to highlight certain characteristics of PKGs.
Definition
We define a personal knowledge graph to be a source of structured knowledge about entities and the relation between them, where the entities and the relations between them are of personal, rather than general, importance. The graph has a particular "spiderweb" layout, where every node in the graph is connected to one central node: the user.
Associated Problems
This section presents a series of problems associated with PKGs, divided into four topical themes [1] . For each of these themes, we discuss related work on general KGs, identify key differences for PKGs, and formulate research questions.
Knowledge Representation.
A KG, being a source of structured information, is organized according to a knowledge model, i.e., an ontology or schema. A PKG is not different in this respect, i.e., it is governed by a (shared) global schema. There is, however, one constraint that must apply to every entity in a PKG: it has to have a (direct or indirect) connection to the user. This constraint accounts for the "spiderweb" architecture of the PKG.
Note that information about entities can be sparse in a PKG. It might be that little more is known about an entity than its type (and, of course, the relation to the user), e.g., "Mom's dentist" in Fig. 2b . Furthermore, the PKG should not contain all the possible entity attributes, but only those that are of importance to the user. For example, for a movie that the user has seen, the list of all cast members may not be of significance, while it is important how the user rated the movie and what she liked or disliked about it.
Time is an important aspect of all KGs [7] . Particular to the setting of PKGs, however, is that relations can be short-lived (e.g., "the ingredients of the dinner I planned on cooking tonight"). In the case of a general purpose KG, a relation being well-established and relatively stable over time is an important criterion for it to be considered for inclusion in the graph, and it would be undesirable for relations this ephemeral to be included [19] . In the case of PKGs, the contrary might be the case, as relations will typically be short-lived by nature.
Lastly, freely defined semantic categories (with the mere objective of "grouping things," without restrictions to relations) have proven to be very useful in Wikipedia [2, 16] . Perhaps an equivalent of this is needed for PKGs.
The issues above lead to the following research question (RQ1): How should entities and their properties and relations be represented, considering the vast but sparse set of possible predicates and their short-lived nature?
3.2.2 Semantic Annotation of Text. Semantic annotation of text with respect to a knowledge repository, commonly known as entity linking, is one of the most popular ways KGs are utilized [1] . Entity linking usually involves three subtasks-mention detection, entity disambiguation, and NIL-detection 2 -all of which typically rely on an existing KG as a source of information. This immediately brings out a key difference between the generic and the PKG case: little to no information about entities might be available in a PKG for linking algorithms to leverage. To illustrate this point, consider the case of a new candidate in a presidential campaign, where a stream of newspaper articles might be tapped into, plus profiles of candidates in earlier positions. This is in contrast to an entity like "my guitar" in Fig. 2a , or "Jamie" in Fig. 1 , who might not be mentioned in any newspaper article, who can not be expected to have Wikipedia page, professional or social media profile, or, in fact, any digital presence at all to be employed by an algorithm. As such, any linking of personal entities in a PKG can be thought of, what is usually referred to as, "long tail" entity linking [13] .
The task of NIL-detection is usually associated with entities not present in the existing KG. For PKGs, a frequently occurring situation is when a given entity is mentioned for the first time; it is not in the user's PKG yet, but it might, or might not, exists in some other KG. Moreover, unlike in traditional entity linking, where entities are typically proper nouns, for PKGs they can also be other grammatical constructions (e.g., "my guitar").
In the context of PKGs we see that entity linking, knowledge graph population, and NIL-detection become intertwined, as one could also reason about the properties of the detected entities (cf. Sect. 3.2.3). We identify the following research question (RQ2a): How can entity linking be performed against a PKG, where structured entity information to rely on is potentially absent? It should also be noted that linking against a PKG is not always needed; consider the user reading her emails vs. news on the Web. This leads to (RQ2b): When should entity linking be performed against a PKG as opposed to a general-purpose KG?
Population and Maintenance.
Knowledge graph population is the task of extending a KG either from external sources (e.g., KB acceleration [4] ) or via internal inferencing (i.e., completing type assertions [18] and predicting relations [17] ). 2 The referent entity is not contained in the KG.
Maintenance involves verification of facts in the KG [12, 14] (finding erroneous type assertions, relations, literal values). A related effort is automatic determination of KG completeness, with respect to certain entities or properties [5] .
The curation of KGs is typically a shared responsibility of a group of people-volunteers (public KGs) or knowledge editors (proprietary KGs), who must abide by a strict set of guidelines. As PKGs do not have no curators, this task becomes more difficult. It is desired that population happens automatically, upon the first reference made to an entity. Based on context, properties of new entities may be inferred. In the example with Mom's dentist (Fig. 2b) , it could be inferred with certainty that the entity is of type per-son→doctor →dentist 3 . Additional information, such as high school graduated from in our example, would allow reasoning about the identity of the person in question probabilistically. While neural approaches have shown to be successful in predicting links in KGs [14] , they are known to be "data hungry," and as such may not be expected to work for PKGs. Irrespective of how population happens, consideration for users' control over and verification of information stored in her PKG, is important to take into account.
Given the aforementioned, the following research question arises (RQ3): How can PKGs be automatically populated and reliably maintained?
3.2.4
Integration with External Sources. The problem of recognizing the same entity across multiple data sources has long been identified, both in the database and in the Semantic Web communities. The former refers to it as the problem of object resolution or record linkage [3] , while the latter knows it as ontology mapping [9] .
In case of PKGs, there is a number of important differences. First, unlike traditional record linkage, which typically happens between two data sources, linking in the PKG context is a one-to-many task, where the PKG is to be integrated with several other knowledge repositories. Second, this integration effort is not one-off but continuous. Another, potentially desirable functionality, would be two-way synchronization between the PKG and external data sources. For example, the user could instruct an intelligent assistant to update her address or affiliation across all online services she is registered to. Similarly, the other way around, information about a friend moving to a new city or switching jobs, shared on a social media platform, could prompt updates in the PKG. Note that, as already pointed out in Sect. 3.2.1, the PKG does not aim to store all facts known about a given entity, but rather those that are of interest to its user. In this integration process, the user may need to be in the loop, granting access to updates that are to be made to the PKG as well as to those triggered by it. Finally, as a result of linking, there might be conflicting facts or relations that need resolving. Again, these could prompt human intervention (with possible automatic suggestions to provide aid).
In short, the considerations above lead to (RQ4): How should external knowledge sources continuously be integrated with, in a two-way process, potentially involving the user?
Further Opportunities and Challenges
The focus of this paper is to identify the key properties and aspects of PKGs in relation to general KGs. There is a range of further issues, opportunities, and open challenges associated with PKGs. We highlight three specific areas. Large open datasets like these are currently not available in the PKG domain. Generating them from real data would require an environment where users interact with an existing PKG and for these interactions to be logged, with feedback on specific system actions by the user. This is a highly non-trivial effort, both in terms of costs involved, and in terms of privacy concerns. Synthetic data, such as employed in personalized recommender systems to solve a similar problem [10] , might be an alternative.
3.3.2 Implementation. By focusing on PKGs in an abstract setting, details of how the envisioned functionality is to be realized are left out. The implementation of PKGs, however, brings about a set of open challenges. How can a PKG interact with a range of external services, while considering access control? Where is it stored? On device, in the cloud, or both? What if a user has multiple devices? What happens if the user is offline? How can security and privacy be ensured? Fig. 2 showcase ways in which a PKG could be utilized by an intelligent personal assistant. In fact, it is difficult to imagine a truly personal assistant without a PKG. Yet, PKGs can be of avail in simpler settings too, such as a calendar application enriched with data from the PKG, or a health and wellbeing app.
Utilization. The examples in
Lastly, PKGs enable personalization for various components of (conversational) search systems [11] , from query understanding ("my guitar" in Fig. 2a ) to personalized ranking ("a not too popular route" in Fig. 2c ) to intelligent agents proactively initiating a conversation (cf. Fig. 2c ).
